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Elder Americans within their eighties, nineties, and even hundreds, have survived the Holocaust,
endured the fantastic Depression, fought in World Battle II, lived through the Civil Rights
Movement, and endured countless booms and busts. Yet, unlike other areas of the globe where
elders are respected and revered, therefore many American elders tend to be lonely and feel
irrelevant, with out a voice or presence in American culture. Why don't we cherish it just before
it’s too later! Dave Romanelli is on a journey to meet up and pay attention to the tales of
Americans who have seen (and lived) it all! One person he met is normally a 103-year-previous
who began generating a horse and buggy, a Model A Ford, and today a yellow Smart Car, who
says, “The first century had been the hardest.” Another brand-new friend is a ninety-year-
previous who dropped four grandparents, both parents, and three siblings in Auschwitz, and is a
reminder to all or any of us to awaken and become grateful. Everything after that is a breeze.
The elders highlighted in Life Lessons from the Oldest and Wisest talk about a mix of history,
wisdom, and joie de vivre, which is our most valuable resource. The elders need our attention
and love?and we need their tales and wisdom.
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Wisdom of the age groups for all ages I’ve been following Dave and his travels, appreciating his
insight, and the sincerity he conveys through his website and podcasts- therefore i was excited
to learn this book having listened to his interviews with the elders along the way.Dave models
an earnest approach to mindful living by seeing the lessons and stories in these every day lives
which are worth posting.Through the experiences and words of the elders, Dave enlightens and
alerts us to where the stories of our very own lives lie, and where they indeed have the potential
to lead. From holocaust survivors to one moms these stories motivated me and brought tears to
my eye. His writing can make you laugh, make you cry, and you'll feel "all the feels". David
Romanelli provides truly genuine insight into our elderly population, providing them with a
format to talk about their voices and stories that may not have in any other case been heard. His
eye opening stories, and re-telling of tales are some of life's most effective lessons we all need
to hear or of which we need to be reminded. What David provides accomplished in this reserve is
awareness of the our treasure, our community of elderly people. This light fills my heart and
spirit. It's a reminder to listen, pay attention deeply to these beautiful stories that must live on in
order that these gorgeous people live on deep in your souls. Many thanks Dave for awakening
my soul. I enjoyed reading the stories of resilience and existence lessons from elders who've
lived through so much. read it gradually, allowing most of David’s wisdom to meld with the
wisdom of the inspirational elders he interviewed.3 My 98 year older Grandma is a Rock
Superstar! You will be inspired, centered & grateful & you will value the pleasure of life. This is a
book you retain on your own nightstand & read over & over. A true gift from Dave Romanelli.
Wonderful and extremely valuable book! What Everyone Needs to Remember Dave's
encounters and conversations with the elders he has met through his many travels and public
events are told in a way that makes you feel as if you are sitting down across from him in a
coffee shop. The stories are actual, inspirational, and filled with meaning. In a culture that
marginalizes our senior and elderly community, that is such an important book to read. I highly
recommend it. This book is so very special to my heart for most reasons, my Grandma who's 98
is somebody who I love beyond words. We should all learn to worth our elders and the wisdom
they talk about, and we can start by scanning this book. I right now find myself requesting my
Grandma more questions and people who I cross paths with in my own life, elderly people are
present and light up just like a Xmas tree when you take an interest in their life. After that invite
it all into your heart. Purchase it for your friends and relations members aswell! So many times
through the entire book I felt as though I was hearing a tale from my own grandmother or my
mother or father.I appreciate how Dave weaves the stories he encounters in his very own life
between these tales he shares- in to the bigger picture life lessons that anybody of any age can
find benefit in. < All of them are gone, but through Dave and his comical and beautiful
storytelling, I could experience a deep reconnection with them and the tales they explained over
the years. Essential read! Inspiring (and beautifully written)! With all the bad news that we
browse every day this is the experience good read you will need right now. A Beautiful
Inspiration Buy this book &His enthusiasm around the value of listening, being show and
intentional with this relationships is contagious and I’m encouraged to be more observant and
pay out more attention. We have so much to learn from this often ignored and marginalized era.
It made me miss my grandparents (and their tales). There is so very much wisdom and hope in
this beautifully created gem!
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